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STATE UNIVERSITY 
The Inside Story 
Our thanks to Bill Kelso for rescu­
ing our hard drive after it crashed, 
taking the e ntire January issue of 
the Inkwell with it. 
Our apologies to Seargent Rauch 
for referring to him as Chief. Hope 
we didn't get you in trouble. 
Our thanks t o all the writers and 
campus organizers who worked so 
hard to get their material to us be­
fore the deadline, and to Dion who 
worked hard to get us the informa­
tion after the deadline, so that we 
could keep you informed. 
Our apologies for all the gramatical 
and othe r errors in the previous 
edition. 
Our thanks to everyone who 
showed up for our open house 
meeting on Tuesday. 
We've got a lot of interesting news 
for you this time, including a 
centerfold of Homecoming Queen 
candidates (pages 8 - 9), Free 
drawing for concert tickets (page 
14), the Intramural Winter Sched­
ule and info on Crew (page 12), 
and the latest news on the campus 
arrest of stre et predcher Birdsong 
(page 7). 
Savannah, Georgia Volume LX No. 7 L 
Bypass My @#$!: Now if we 
could only block Abercorn 
By J. Dion Couch 
As most of Savannah basked in the 
revelry of the New Year, some folks 
on the Southside were greeted with a 
new form of hangover by the closure 
of Science Drive. AASU effectively 
closed through traffic on Science 
Drive the first of January and ended 
this popular Abercorn to Windsor For­
est shortcut. A barricade now resides 
at the former 4-way intersection of 
Science Drive and Perimeter Rd. 
The crew at Plant Operations 
planned and constructed the barricade 
in one day and had it roadside for Pub­
lic Safety to place it on January first. 
The press was notified, signs were 
posted and the Daktronics marque an­
nounced the closing. As the photo­
graph shows however, not everyone 
received the news in time. 
The closing of Science Drive had 
Abercorn motorist does a U turn at Science Drive and Perimeter Road 
1 I & I 
' M.\s ..... 
i : ! , •* * an 1 
F - 0.39 5IV 1 : c?r> n 3 
«w tij s i 
s — 
staff photographer Brian 
f'olczynski captured AASU student 
Rentmeester in record breaking 
'1ft in the recent American Open 
bright lifting Championships at the 
AASU Gymnasium. 
"Armstrong Atlantic resides on prop- a bypass of Science Drive. The majo 
receiveu mc »• - cinervised bv the Board of Re- reason for not doing so is that the uni-
ertys p y Qf Georgia We versity classes begin at 7 A.M. and end 
been planned by the University for Se"tS^ campus in- 7 10 P.M.. daily. Our community's 
quite some time. It originally was science Drive from Abercorn rush hours now coincide with peak 
going to be closed when Chatham clu g Forest subdi- activities on this campus and reopen-
County completed a bypass to to < noticed that is less con- ing Science Drive would merely re-
Windsor Forest by way of Apache (be- vision). I p M is store a traffic hazard which endangers 
hind Publix). When this voter ap- g^tedatS A ^ ^  ^  ^ ^  ^ Qver ^ students, the faculty, 
proved project fell through Armstrong still tr , „ and staff of this university-
Atlantic President Robert Burnett de- as before th ^ ^  ^ additjon tQ nQt dosing Science 
cided the school had waited long changing hours. Drive sooner, Armstrong had also do-
enough: "My prime responsibility as ^ ® P jU onl batue0ther students nated approximately 5 acres of land 
president is the safety of the students, Students w 1 only t0 thc county in order to construct a 
faculty, and staff while on the univer- o als0 make bypass. While there might be a couple 
sity campus. Regrettably in October lie. ™e cl g Hke a college 0f student/faculty/staff members in-
1996 an accident happened and a per- rms r g ^ convenienced, this closing is garncr-
son was hit on Science Drive and sent ^^^"Abercom High", ing rave reviews from the AASU com 
to the hospital. „Wct The County Commissioners re­
sponded to the closure by requesting 
to meet with President Burnett to at-
bumps in front of the MemonalCct- BunK nm ^ , £'^rma,e,h„ugh WE M.M<-ssssss rs?-™" =="£•« 2Skss= sstssxsss, 
ne nua^iiai. 
Long time students can also attest 
to the dangers of crossing Science 
Drive when non-AASU motorists 
wanted to get to work (or more im­
portantly, the mall) and we just hap-
.i • TKA cnPP.n 
dVC ICVIW"a 
munity. Unless of course you were not 
using Armstrong Atlantic for its in­
tended purpose and there happens to 
be a sale at J. B. White. 
editor's note: Out of curiosity, we 
to tie a kimono. |22) tariy in 
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Ebonics: Orson Wells was 
ripht* humans are gullible. 
Toe J30.1938,OreonWells 
declared war on Earth. kes a big difference how the 
tatet^Sr^Sthe"^. --^srhigd,fferencebetween 
^comments that the ,he^'sentences "Iota. •.noble 
S^wtS^Sworlds". gfSC'h^aWlwItha^noble 
Sl^SSSSSS 
bate on Ebonics as welb as many pare 0^ lends a whole „e„ mean-
Sctog Afro-Srican stog as a sec- ing.^ ^  w])y lhere is a need have 
°nd E«nT Reverend Jesse Jackson ^is it Mr loSfftog as a 
25£2SS3^- £ '^PaHic^a Wihiarns, professor of law 
criminatory and condemned the idea lumbia University, said in the 
of ebonies until he took the time to shut at Col „If it-s Greek to 
his mouth open his mind, and realize N ahead and treat 
that the idea wasn't really as bad as "°"sPreek ^nd if funds are available 
everyone was making it out to be. bilingual education to help recent 
The Oakland School was not pro g imijate into the main-
posing .o teach Ebonics as a second «™tana*aybe this isn't smelly 
language, it was PtbP0®1"® ,. h about linguistic history, but more abou 
Ebonics to teach standard English ;nvPStment in the future, 
the same way that we teac^,e'^n~ The gist here is that if the United 
tary students to read usmg phomcs^ JUmment can provide fund-
Ebonics, for those of you who f^es |°ch non.English speaking chil-
have been hiding under a wood pile in ing^ ^ the Engiish language, 
Forsythe, is simply thecombinatio wh can-t they provide funds to 
Ebony and phonics and refers to a styk the English speaking 
of black and white speech that is often ^ speak standard English? 
heard on the streets and frequently r was the reason for listing 
ferred to as slang. "He beat4he stow ^ ^  & language even 
"Where you goin fooland la at the current time, no funds 
gonna do nuttin bout nuttin , yp from tbe g0Vernment have been re 
Ca' WhJdol EbonS have to do with we have seen that slang 
the African language? Well, research ^.ing students are not learning stan-
has shown that in some African dm pealc^g^^^ theirsiangover 
lects, there is no conjugation college and the work force, so 
verb "to be". Therefore, phrases hke jn ^ currentmethod Gf teach-
"Ibegoing", instead of I am g g. in isn't working very well. 
"He walking home . instead of He g teachers can use Ebonics, like 
walking home"; and She been g > , • teach standard English 
instead of "She's already left ^ rem- p ^ what. g thg fuss all about? 
nants of the African d^lect spoken by , wQuld be different if we were 
slaves and free persons of African de cking over having t0 learn the 
"Xyotte that doubts this ctury over --*3— 
of dialect, can good „ld American teaspoon and cup 
the language of some Asian Amer Measurement), but we are talking 
cans in the frequent misuse of Pla™ , teaching slang speaking students 
and singulars, such as the use of feets standard English in their 
for feet and the omission of articles and how to sf^ stana B 
pronouns. For in«c= '"Hts feets hurt. » learn foreifl 
He1S&«ffha.eno.ptoh- jXCSSESSSffiS 
Sr^s^i^g- g;^^w|mos,familiarwi,h,o 
hearing it spoken, but few ofuswoul teacGy°"he pictUre? As one instructor 
disagree with the con^ept.^a| * 1 J[ f the Oakland school system stated, 
does not belong in a profession h Ebonics t0 our 
££Z They already come .0 us 
that the speaker 01-sung, tQ speaking it better than we do 
or even stupid formot being Ebonics isn't about teaching im-
grasp the basic concepts ol g or0Der English. It is about helping stu-
grammar no matter how smart y pjg ^  convey ideas that others will 
look upon English in the understand and bridging the gap in the 
same way they do t^^y°? who commun££»£££ when people 
§!§==» ESSSSSS 
herefore appropriate to use in Amen-
ci society Should we preserve slang 
the same way we would preserve lan-
SSSSS* 
Sine is that if children 
and adults can be taught to sPeak,c°^ 
rectly and understandably using phon 
ics or ebonics, then what have we to 
^"There was a time in American his­
tory when it was illegal to teach black 
slaves to read and write for fear that 
they would become self aware and 
stand in defense against their ens ave-
ment. By refusing to teach our children 
Our Hot Chocolate 
is Served Hot 
By Anslee Willett 
"Is the frozen cappuccino cold. 
asked a straight-faced customer. 
Some, Hopefully most, of you im­
mediately realized the pointlessness 
this question. I am, however, often 
asked such ridiculous questions at 
W° I admit that before I worked at a 
coffee store I had questions and curi­
osities about those little brown beans. 
I had no clue about the roasting pro­
cess, which the owner does at the store 
every few days in a roaster that is about 
the size of my small car. 
Being employed at this coffee store 
requires that I learn small details about 
coffee, of course, so I'll be knowledge­
able of the subject and be able to help 
customers with questions, which I nor­
mally don't mind doing. 
It's the abnormal questions that 
make me think; "I can't believe this 
person just asked me that question. 
I realize that people have their oft 
days, but if I point out the small and 
large cups that we use, there s really 
no need to ask me which cup is the 
large. One cup is 12 ounces and the 
other is 16 ounces. I think it's self evi­
dent as to which on is the large. 
I told the owner about the frozen 
cappuccino question I was asked and 
he said someone recently asked him if 
there was ice in the iced mochaccino. 
I just don't get it. 
I don't mean to sound harsh or like 
I'm bashing customers. I enjoy pleas­
ant customers and have conversations 
with many of them... but our hot 
chocolate is served hot, hence the 
name, and we don't grow our coffee 
in a field behind the mall. 
to speak and think correctly do we not 
do the same injustice? 
One can still allow for freedom of 
speech and thought, but providing the 
correct tools for understanding speech 
and the power that it provides its user 
should not be something to be feared, 
but treasured. - ed 
Armstrong Atlantic State 
Uniuersity 
11935 flbercorn Street 
Sauannah, Gfl 3141 9 
(912)927-5351 
FAX 921-5497 
e-mail:inkuiell@ 
mailgate.armstrong.edu 
BJ English 
editor 
C a r r i e  U J h i d d o n  
m a n a g i n g  ed i t o r  
j .  D i o n  C o u c h  
entertainment editor 
S t a f f  W r i t e r s  
D a u i d  B o u i m a n  
j o  L l o y d  
B h a d a  N a r a y a n a n  
R o b e r t  P o o l e  
L o r i e  W i l l i a m s  
A n s l e e  W i l l e t t  
H e a t h e r  Wh i t e l y  
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S e r u i c e s  
B e t h  H a r p e r  C o o r d i n a t o r  
R l  H a r r i s  
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The Inkwell is published and di stributed 
bi-weekly, five times during the Fall, Win­
ter and Spring Quarters. Copies are avail­
able in distribution boxes throughout the 
campus or can be subscribed to b y m ail 
for $20 a year. 
The Inkwell welcomes letters and ^ 
comments for improvement provided that 
they are clearly written or typed. All let­
ters submitted for publication must b e 
signed and a phone number should be pro­
vided for verification purposes. Na mes 
will be withheld upon request. 
The Inkwell welcomes public an -
nouncements, press releases, etc. Su ch 
information will be published free o 
charge at the discretion of the editon a 
staff. . . 
The comments and opinions ex­
pressed in this publication do not neces- , 
sarily express the opinions of anyone other 
than the person who has written them an j 
are not to be taken as a reflec tion u pon 
the views of the facult y, adm inistrators, 
the University System o f Georgia or the 
Board of Regents. 
Creation or Evolution? 
fhris Fuller stand before speaking. 
By you ever debated how our Some Qf the best questions j haye 
ee came to be? Most people ever heard within this debate are: Who 
aIliV6lid they leave these discussions created God? h everything ^  ig rea] 
^ .ted or even angry. Wha rives also provable? Which js the greater 
ftUStrassionate fervor? As a Biology mirade; a universfi created ^  ^  ^  
% **• i crea,ed•» <* 
discUS 
can renrnersonal opinion. matter? 
tafy^I! re are usually two issues in this 
. J First, was there a di vine pres- little diSCUSSion, but are they cause for 
d 9 S econd, did creation take place concern? If your faith d d 
e- . . ^  over a much longer T , . 
January 16,1997 
• ,,sion *bated m°K "Tommm1 yearS? Are you debatinS lhis •» leM 
tS^"-Here"imyCOmme"- tbe tnjth? Why does this question 
nr  j (,rs
' There rcv ,. • These are fun questions worth 
^ First, as there a divine pres- little discussioni 4 
k epen s Qn ^ 
enC® ',ix days or er a c  l er answers> l recommend yQU take a look 
°V nd9 Simply speaking there are at where you are laci f . 
^ major philosophical/theological you were e ^ 
^upfngs i" "I** mo« people fall. you answers tQ takg Qne sjde 
g!ithiest/Agn0StlC " °ther, you may be disappointed. Make 
1] there was no divine presence and up your own mind As for ^ { dQ 
be by spontane- not bebeve tbis IRSllP 1C PVPn imn/>r T'universe came to be by spontane- not believe this issue S eve po
.neration or accident. 2) Literal tant. The only question I 
' . i- fUat nnp Hnn rrp.- • nun • 
c veneration oi • •> uuu. i ne omy question I care about 
creationists believe that one God ere- is, "Why is there anything?" And my 
j the universe in six days accord- answer jS) "God." 
a'! to the Bible. 3) Non-Literal Cre- Think about all the time and worry 
"I onistsbelieve that G°d cre sPent squabbling over this subject 
Averse over many years. when your time could be spent help-
You wi ll find many peop e w o jng p00r or ioneiy j recommend 
U eagerly argue the creation vs. e\ o- tbat tbe booh writing and debate cease, 
uion theories. There is discussion of j bave found pienty of peopie wbo wilj 
the matter era, carbon 14 dating, dino- discuss anything controversial as long 
urs, mutations, moon dust, genetics, as jt js not personaj why is this? The 
uasars and many other facts and con- next tjme this debate begins, ask 
lectures. People like Darwin, Leaky, peopie jf tbey want t0 know the truth, 
Finstein, B race and Darrow may be and jf tbey do> then ^ them, "Who is 
discussed. People discuss what hap- jesus Christ?" That is THE question, 
pened i n 18 59 and 1925. In 1859, jf they do not want to know the tmth 
Charles Darwin, an English naturalist, then you jn a pjssjng contest with 
published the Origin of Species, which a sw jne Leave, 
elucidated his t heory of organic evo- Here are closing words for Chris-
lution, and in 1925, John T. Scopes was tianS. Faith is not rational and makes 
convicted of teaching the theory of no sense to those who do not believe, 
evolution; Te nnessee consequently Love your enemies. Here are a few 
banned the teaching of evolution, thoughts for non-Christians. Chris-
There are thousands of books defend- tians have a hard time separating the 
ing on e position and attacking the evolutionary process and the evolution 
other. There are thousands of people theory. Christians will say some of the 
who consider themselves experts on craziest things you have ever heard, but 
these issues. The amount of human are they totally incorrect? 
energy expended on this debate is phe- Want to talk about it? The Baptist 
nomenal! Student Union meets every Thursday 
This is a discussion of ironic be- n0on for a free lunch at the BSU build-
havior. I have seen some of the best jng between the Fine Arts Hall and 
preaching ever done by non-Christian Abercorn. Evolutionists welcome! 
evolutionists explaining spontaneous $ee ya there! 
; generation o r tectonic plates and all 
kinds of other fascinating science. I 
have seen many Christians frothing at 
the mouth, spewing hateful and angry 
barbs at an yone who disagrees with 
their point of view. It is interesting 
how I have never seen one of these 
discussions change anyone's mind. If 
you participate in discussions about 
creation vs. evolution, remember that, 
A mind changed against its will is of 
the same opinion still." I recommend 
weryone listen more and try to under-
WARNING!! 
The opinion article below does not express the feelings of this editorial 
s a or anyone else we know. We included it because we thought our 
readers might find it as ridiculous as we did. It is quite racist and ethno­
centric in origin. A good friend of mine, who is a Creek Indian, would 
laugh at Mr. Hart's suggestion that Indians were inferior to whites be­
cause they did not share the same ideals and culture. It is his people's 
firm belief that the white man will destroy himself (with his ever in­
creasing greed and desire to control), and when he does, the Indian will 
inherit the earth and make it whole again. 
Perhaps it might be interesting to note that cockroaches and Fire ants 
have resisted all efforts of mankind to eradicate them. The more man 
fights to destroy these insects, the stronger they become. They have 
evolved a resistance towards pesticides which now kill humans instead. 
By Mr. Hart's reasoning then, humans are inferior to cockroaches and 
fire ants. Why kid ourselves; insects rule! 
As Bugs Bunny would put it, "What a Ma-roon!" Remember, we warned 
you... 
The Jeffrey Hart Column 
The schmaltzy idealization of the 
American Indian has become an indus­
try. The actual American Indian of his­
tory has been lost in an orgy of civili­
zation-bashing. 
We have "Native American stud­
ies" courses in the universities, com­
mercial movies such as "Pocahontas" 
and notably now Ken Bums' nine-part 
PBS series, "The West". 
Those "Native American studies" 
courses are almost always anti-Euro­
pean and also anti-historical. 
Often, as in the Ken Bums docu­
mentary, the wish is explicit that the 
Indians had not been defeated and that 
America would revert to pre-Colonial 
times. 
For centuries before the Indians 
ever saw a white man, they slaughtered 
one another in bloody tribal warfare. 
When the Europeans arrived, there 
commenced a long war of about 150 
years. The Indians lost decisively. 
The Indians were by no means 
"native" to America. At the end of the 
Ice Age, they crossed from Siberia on 
a land bridge that existed between the 
continents. The Indians are Asians. 
Then they worked their way down 
from what would become Alaska and 
encountered a resident people now 
known as "Mound Builders" because 
of the large earth structures they left. 
The nomadic warriors from Siberia 
extinguished the Mound Builders and 
then fought each other for centuries. 
The reasons why the Indians lost 
the long war against the European set­
tlers were not mainly technological. 
Soon the Indians had muskets and 
horses, and later on, rifles. They were 
excellent riders and fighters. 
They could have formed a united 
army of some sort to do battle, but that 
was far beyond them. They were a 
Stone age tribal people, the tribes hat­
ing one another as much or more than 
they hated the whites. (Look at Africa 
today.) In fact, the most war like tribes, 
such as the Sioux, the Comanches and 
the Apaches, were so savage that other 
tribes often joined the whites against 
them. 
The whites did not win because of 
rifles and horses, but through better 
organization and steadiness of purpose. 
The frontier advance steadily against 
the nomads, farms were established 
and forts built to protect the settlers. 
That is the consensus of serious 
historians, and it is reiterated in the 
December 1996 issue of Commentary 
magazine in a fine article by Walter A. 
McDougal. 
As McDougal indicates, the Indi­
ans had another positions besides fight­
ing. They could have rejected tribal­
ism and its ethos and assimilated to 
19th century Western civilization. In­
deed, many of them did, and their de­
scendants today live among the rest of 
the Americans. 
History is not a videotape. There 
is no "reverse" button. Rome was over­
run. The Aztecs lost. The Highlanders 
lost. The Indians lost. The Confederacy 
lost. 
I doubt that Ken Burns would go 
to a witch doctor instead of a modern 
physician. The Indians had no written 
language and had not invented the 
wheel. 
There comes a time when histori­
cal realism has to break in and when 
the kidding has to stop. 
© 1997 by King Features Synd. 
;ed to tie a kimono. |22) Early in tne w-, . .. - • 
college concerns 
More Banks Charging ForATMs, & 
Students Are Picking Up The Tab 
Duke U. Administrators, Students 
React To No. 1 Food Ranking 
work very hard towards that end 
By Ryan Davis 
The Daily Northwestern 
Northwestern University 
EVANSTON, 111—A $20 bill now can 
cost $21, or even more. 
Hall, in the Sports Pavilion and 
Aquatic Center and in Burger King. 
Even students using ATM cards from 
other financial institutions are not 
charged at these machines, as First 
By Jon Huntley 
The Chronicle 
Duke University 
DURHAM, N.C.—Administrators say 
the results of a recent survey—which 
cnaig^ 
/^number of months ago, Cirrus and 'eVy,a8"S 
other automated-teller machine o«m c arg Card at ATMs] is mUch 
ers lifted their ban on surcharging ATM [Usl"S dit union 
customers, opening the door to extra 
costs for ATM users. CfM,inr Jason Morris. "I must 
Under the new policy, banks still can said $ j 5 $20 on charges 
charge ATM users for using someone have lost at least $15 or $2U g 
can be charged twice by two different legislation to halt p 
banks for one transaction. "rpe^ust greed " U.S. PIRG represen-
In a survey of 20 states released in It s just greed, u.o [ 
October the US Public Interest Re- tative Rick Tnlsch said. y y 
search Group (PIRG) disclosed that 23 ing, 'We just want to line our pockets 
percent of the 458 ATMs surveyed al- with consumer s money, 
ready are assessing surcharges to non- Sen. Alfonse D Amato (R-ttY) smd 
account holders-just six months af- other 
ter the ban was lifted on April 1. The to stop the practice, but Congress ad 
machine must notify the user of the journed before any action was taken. 
charge which ranged from 25 cents to Until the government takes actio , 
$3 90 but average $1, according to the Ruth Susswein of Bankcard Holders 
^.w, oui dvci g * 0f America said consumers, especially 
In nUnois only 11 percent of the ma- students, should take action. 
chines assessed charges, the survey "Always try to use your bank sATM, 
' " ' she said. "Also try t o figure exactly 
how much [cash] you're going to need 
so you don't have to keep going back. 
The more you go back, the more the 
banks make. The banking industry 
rankedthe Duke University's food as pjetrantoni, associate vice president f0r 
the best in the nation—recognize the auxiHary services. Feedback from a 
stated. But the Illinois branch of the 
PIRG says that doesn't mean some 
state residents aren't losing money. 
"If you're going to one of those ma­
chines that charges all the time, then n m u<uu.» . — - => -
you're getting charged 100 percent of could generate an extra $847 million 
the time, not just 11 percent of the in revenue if 23 percent of ATMs as-
time " said Gloria Beach of the PIRG's sessed non-account holders a $ 1 tee, 
Illinois branch. according to PIRG calculations. 
At Northwestern University, First Chi- "Banks are not hurting, Tnlsch said, 
cago owns most of the ATMs on or "Consumers are hurting. They repay-
near campus, including ones in Norris ing $21 for a $20 bill. 
University Center, outside Allison m 
wwiiv '—2 —"J, and 
we are trying to provide what peopie 
need." 
Duke's recent success stems from its 
Joe use of student input, said 
cogniz  lia ; 
university's efforts to provide a student advisory board helps dining 
healthier menu. . officials better plan its menu accord-
The survey, conducted by the Physi- ing to student demand for less fatty 
cian Committee for Responsible Medi- foodSj he said, 
cine, measured over a five-month pe- student input from the advisory board, 
nod the amount and variety of health- as weu as criticism from individual 
ful food available at 38 major univer- students, resulted in significant menu 
TTTTT 
The 10 biggest killers 
More than 17 million of the 52 million people who died in 1995 were 
killed by infectious diseases. Number of people killed, in millions. 
Pneumonia 
Diarrhea-related 
diseases 
Tuberculosis 
Malaria 
Hepatitis B 
HIV/AIDS 
Measles 
Neonatal tetanus Hi 0.46 
Whooping cough K 0.35 
Intestinal worm|0.14 
SOURCE: Wortd Health Organization 
clo nvn — _ _ . *v*U<U 
t a u uic »^ —  tudent
sities across the United States. changes during the past decade. "I've 
Duke University earned its No. 1 rank- noticed a big change, and I think there 
;n<T hace d on the quality and amount js mUch more of a variety," Brenda 
UUKe um ciMi; »"»vvv. © O . 'MC 
i g base
of beans, grains and vegetables in en- Pratt; manager of the Cambridge Inn, 
trees served at breakfast and dinner. sajd 
"Duke scored best because of the avail- when she first began working with the 
ability of alternatives to those artery university's food service 16 years ago, 
clogging foods," said Dr. Andrew the Cambridge Inn was known as "the 
Nicholson, coordinator of the survey junk food queen." Now, she said, the 
and director of preventative medicine eatery 0ffers a large selection of sal -
for the committee. ads, pastas and many other foods. 
The study was aimed at promoting The Oak Room also has been building 
healthier eating options at universities, on its menu by focusing on low-fat 
said Nicholson, who added that many meals prepared from fresh foods, 
diseases in the United States can be Mcintosh said, 
attributed to dietary choices. It is es- she added that the Oak Room prepares 
sential, he added, that people learn to new dishes for student employees in 
make proper dietary choices early to order to gajn student feedback on menu 
prevent these diseases from develop- changes. 
ing later in life, he said. While freshman Kevin Marchetti said 
The University of Pennsylvania, which he was surprised that other universi-
ranked second in the survey, also ties djd not score as well, many other 
serves up a variety of health foods, said students said they were not shocked by 
Nicholson. All dining halls provide the ranking. 
extensive salad bars with low-fat dress- <qt's not that surprising. You can find 
ings, while fresh and frozen yogurt is something healthy pretty much any-
available at all meals. where you go [on campus]," said 
Nicholson said the lowest-ranked uni- Kristin Sanderson, a sophomore, 
versifies and colleges, especially the senjor Dave Zorub said the ranking 
U.S. military academies, served foods was a surprise only in that he thought 
that were extremely high in fat and other universities would have placed 
cholesterol. The only healthful food better. 
available, he said, was a green salad. "Most of the places you go [on cam-
University dining officials said they pusj haVe salads or pasta, or non-meat 
were happy with the survey results, dishes," Zorub said. He added that the 
noting that the ranking reflects the ef- Duke provides a reasonable selection 
forts over the past decade to improve of he£dth foods and pointed to the Trin-
the number and diversity of healthful ity cafe as an example of a successful 
food options available. "It has been a 
very conscious effort on our part to do 
it," said Cynthia Beck, executive chef 
for Dining and Special Events. "I think 
we have a good balance, and I'm al­
ways changing and adding new 
things." 
While Beck said she was not surprised 
that the university ranked well, "to be 
No. 1, that's always a surprise." 
Many Duke dining officials agreed that 
the recognition is important, especially 
since many people tend to be critical 
of food services. 
"I think its awfully nice to be recog­
nized to be No. 1," said Faye Mcin­
tosh, manager of the Oak Room. "We 
eatery. 
i/wewH1 
"It's okay...I'm wearing my 
waterproof watch. 
VMI Accepts First Women Cadets 
January 16, 1997 
By Colleen DeBaise 
College Press Service 
LEXINGTON, Va.—The Virginia 
Military Institute, ordered to go co-ed 
by the U.S. Supreme Court, has ac­
cepted women into its corps of cadets 
for the first time in its 151-year-old 
existence. 
Four women and 103 men who ap­
plied for early-decision admission 
have been accepted, the military col­
lege said. They have until Feb. 15 to 
make up their minds. 
Col. Vern Beitzel, director of ad­
missions at VMI, said the unidentified 
female cadets have been notified by 
phone of their acceptance. 
"They're very excited, and they 
don't seem to have any second 
thoughts," he said, adding that most 
had visited the academy and met with 
alumni. "They've done their home­
work." 
In June, the Supreme Court or­
dered VMI and the Citadel, the nation's 
only other all-male, state-run military 
college, to admit women or go private. 
The Citadel admitted four women this 
fall; VMI contemplated going private 
but decided in late September to com­
ply with the court order. 
Beitzel said another female candi­
date may be accepted through early-
decision admission as soon as she turns 
in her SAT score. Also, 10 woman thus 
far have applied though the regular 
admission process, which has yet to be 
decided, he said. 
"I can tell you that many of those 
10 in that category are very strong stu­
dents," he said, adding that VMI hopes 
to enroll about 30 female cadets next 
fall. 
Overall, applications to VMI are 
up almost 35 percent this year. More 
applicants are seeking a military-style 
education in preparation for careers in 
medicine and other professions rather 
than the military, Beitzel noted. 
"They're here almost in spite of 
[the military]," he said. "Number one, 
they all want a challenge. They also 
want the intangible things that are part 
of the VMI system: the integrity, the 
honor system [and] the discipline." 
In addition to a tough physical regi­
men, cadets must follow strict orders 
concerning their conduct and appear­
ance. 
VMI announced in September that 
its first female cadets next fall will 
sport shaved heads like the men. That 
has angered women's advocates and 
civil-rights groups, who contend shav­
ing a woman's head is a form of hu­
miliation. 
Tennis: The best servers 
Top 12 fastest servers: Mph 
I.Mark Philippoussis (AUS) 137.0 
2.Richard Krajicek (NL) 136.7 
3.Goran Ivanisevic (CRO) 136.0 
4.Greg Rusedski (UK) 135.0 
S.Thomas Enqvist (SWE) 
Alexander Radulescu (GER) 133.0 
7.Shuzo Matsuoka (JPN) 132.0 
8. Pete Sampras (USA) 131.8 
9.Jordi Burillo (ESP) 
Marc Rosset (SWITZ) 131.7 
11.Michael Stich (GER) 131.0 
12.Boris Becker (GER) 
Brian MacPhie (USA) 130.5 
| Top five aces: 
| ^1, Ivanisev ic 1,305 
j (2 Krajicek 836 
; ^3 Philippoussis 730 
\ ^4 Rusedski 621 
^5 Todd Martin 597 
VI 
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Have you had your 
break today? 
McDonalds 
The McDonald's on Abercorn by Savannah 
Mall knows that students need all the 
breaks they can get. That's why they offer 
a 10% discount off regular menu prices 
everyday to all AASU students, faculty and 
staff with a validated university I.D. card. 
Show your card before you place your or­
der and you'll get 10% off all regularly 
priced menu orders. Stop by on your way 
to school or after class. You work hard. You 
deserve a break today! 
Couple Plead Innocent To 
Killing Newborn 
By College Press Service 
WILMINGTON, Del.—Amy 
Grossberg and Brian Peterson, the 
former high school sweethearts ac­
cused of dumping their newborn son 
in a hotel Dumpster, pleaded innocent 
to murder charges Dec. 17. 
Grossberg, who gave birth Nov. 12 in 
a Newark, Del., hotel, kept her condi­
tion hidden from many while attend­
ing the University of Delaware as a 
freshman. Peterson, who grew up with 
Grossberg in an affluent New York 
City suburb, was in his first year at 
Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania. 
According to reports, the couple 
looked scared and nervous as they en­
tered the courtroom, and Grossberg 
wore a bulletproof vest. It was the first 
time they had seen each other since 
their arrest in November. 
Both are charged with two counts of 
first-degree murder. One count carries 
the death penalty; the other, life in 
prison without the possibility of parole. 
Peterson's attorney, Jack Litman, told 
the court that there is evidence the baby 
had "congenital brain damage" before 
it was bom and Grossberg had serious 
health problems. 
"Neither Amy nor Brian intended to 
cause nor in fact did cause any harm 
to the deceased," he said. 
An autopsy report concluded that the 
baby had been bom healthy but died 
of multiple skull fractures inflicted by 
"blunt force head trauma and shaking." 
Police found the baby wrapped in plas­
tic inside the trash bin after Grossberg 
was admitted to a hospital when she 
experienced post-delivery complica­
tions. 
AWedgie With A Wallop 
By College Press Station 
COLLEGE STATION, Texas—A 
Texas A&M University fraternity has 
been indicted on criminal hazing 
charges after a pledge lost a testicle 
because of a "wedgie." 
In October, the Kappa Alpha fraternity 
pledge was lifted off his feet by the 
waistband of his underwear, which 
caused damage to his testicle, said Jean 
Zdziarski, assistant director of student 
life at Texas A&M. "Because of that, 
doctors had to remove his testicle," he 
said. 
The fraternity, which was suspended 
by the university until August 1999, 
was charged with organizational haz­
ing, and could be fined up to $10,000 
or more depending on the extent of the 
injury. 
A fraternity member was charged with 
individual hazing and could face up to 
a year in jail and a $5,000 fine. 
The student withdrew for the remain­
der of the fall semester for medical 
reasons but plans to return in the 
spring, the university said. 
Naval Academy To Tackle Ethics 
By College Press Service 
ANNAPOLIS, Md.—In an effort to 
combat a slew of misconduct prob­
lems, the U.S Naval Academy has 
hired a Georgetown University profes­
sor to coordinate its new ethics pro­
gram. 
Nancy Sherman, who is a specialist on 
character development, will help mid­
shipman "tackle ethical and moral 
challenges," the 151-year-old military 
college said. 
continued on page 6 
Who are the immigrants? 
Immigrants in the U.S. 
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. A Former 
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>01 iu» ii"'"- ~ 1 conscq^" - October are in sync. 
5 word "obi," which is LIBRA (September 23 t week, it's 
1Sed to tie akimono. |22) Early in the week, _ .. .. 
, rap but was persuaded by Gates and 
naval academy... other scholars that it continues 
„„nt1v several scandals involving West African oral tradition. "I despise 
Naval Academy midshipmen caplured ,he stuff, [but) I had .0 eomprom.se, 
headlines and tarnrshed the she toid the Times. 
Ambon's reputation. Most recently. Gates said semtons inc"«l 
^eSX'stXXSd °^e«-ptayrcS.andsingalx,u. 
midshipmen were arrested on charges serm0I1) they wouldn t come, 
relating to the sexual abuse of a tod-
UM Regent Resigns 
The arrests served to further embarrass B College Press Service 
the military college, already scandal- minneaP0LIS-A University of 
ized by a string of 1995 drug arrests Minnesota regent highly criticized by 
and a 1993 cheating scandal. faculty members for spearheading an 
"Part of my role in assuming this chair effoft tQ change the university's ten-
will be to ensure that there is ad- ufe code has resigned. 
equate time in the busy schedule of Jean B Keffeler, who served on the 
midshipmen to reflect about their core board for seven years, said she would 
values," Sherman said, at a Pentagon leave her position Dec. 1. 
ceremony. The controversial changes in the 
The ethics program will help officers tenure code, proposed by 
"reflect on the nature of their values, ^ boajd-n September, include imple-
so that they may deepen them when mentjng base salary reductions for 
they are appropriate and modify them unsatisfactory performance by tenured 
when they fall short," she said. professors. Also, the board said it 
Sherman, who has a Ph.D. from should have the right to fire tenured 
Harvard University, also will train fac- £acujty members if their departments 
ulty members to teach ethics-related werg eliminated or restructured, 
courses. In her resignation letter, Keffeler 
The academy said the appointment is wrote> have performed my respon-
part of a program to establish an eth- sibiHt'ies to the best of my abilities, 
ics center on campus. "I couldn't be w_th vigor and purpose, my best judg-
more pleased," said Navy Secretary ment and a deep commitment to the 
John Dalton. "It is absolutely essen- well.being of the university, 
tial that our Navy and Marine Corps "Unfortunately, the values I hold about 
leaders possess the ethical foundation reSp0nsibie governance are inconsis-
which will allow them to make tough whh the situation that has devel-
decisions during their careers. 0ped at the university, a system in 
which the current tenure system is 
New Anthology Covers Afri- symptomatic." 
can-American Culture The majority of the 12-member board 
harked the olan saying it would allow By College Press Service backed me p a y s 
NEW YORK—Two centuries' worth the university more y 
of African-American literature, along "quest for quality. 
with Negro spirituals, jazz, rap and But the faculty have protested the pro-
slave narratives, has been bound to- posal, saying it would be difficult for 
gether in a 2,665-page Norton Anthol- the university to attract world-class 
ogy of African American Literature, talent with such harsh tenure restric-
The anthology, published Dec. 9, is tions. The plan has been put on hold 
the result of 10 years' work by editors while a special panel appointed by t e 
Henry L. Gates, a Harvard University governor tries to mediate the conflict 
professor, and Nelli Y. McKay, a Uni- with faculty members. 
versity of Wisconsin professor.  
"There is no more question of the le­
gitimacy of this literature," said Gates, 
who chairs Harvard's Afro-American 
Studies Department, in a New York 
Times article. 
The anthology includes the work of 
120 writers, including the earliest 
known literary work by an African-
American; slave Lucy Terry s poem 
January 16,1997 
ri - l  i_.uc  icn  a uwui Unless someone messes up, 
\1AA- thp fiction of heavy traffic tends to keep itself 
Bars Fight from 1746, the at a speed of about twenty two 
the Nobel Laureate Toni Morrison and mj|es per hour, the speed that 
U.S. Poet Laureate Rita Dove's poems. allows the most cars to use a 
McKay said she did not want to include road at once-
Refugees, 
asylum-seekers 
Naturalized citizens 
Legal permanent 
residents 
If you jet this booklet, 
you won't need a form. 
Just a phone. 
This yea r, milli ons w ill file their tan retur ns by p h'ii — 
using Te leFile, e free serv ice fro m Ih e lR S The tall is easy 
ami refun ds are fast. Ch eek y our m ail for a Te leFile book let. 
in TeleFile & Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service 
http://www.irs.ustreas.jov It's free. It's fast. It works. 
French Concert & Workshop 
WHAT' a performance by Lilianne Labbe and Don Hinkley of t radi­
tional French, <M>, aAench-Canadian songs, with clogging boos 
-''A? K'- kills \ ' *11 _ 1 _ a-w« * rors on tnQ Ion. 
and spoons ape0mpanimeri 
juage, history, and culture 
also be given on the lan-
ie U.S. and Canada. 
WHEN: 
WHERE: 
COST: 
performance: Fin< 1 AjjtSAuditorii 
Armstrong Atlantic Stlite Universj' 
workshop: Gamble^p^ll, room 203 
Armstrong Altantic St^Unive 
free and open to 
CONTACT: 927-5300 
OF NOTE:sponsored by AASU Campus Union Board and co spo 
sored by the AASU French Club 
food for thought 7 January 16, 1997 
Ifie philosophical 
pehate  
vVhat is the Philosophical 
Women At Work 
by Tamara Jones 
The philosophical Debate pro­
ves an informal atmosphere in 
h'ch interested students, faculty, 
^ ff alumni, and their guests may 
Ircuss philosophical issues, gain 
knowledge and insight into those 
issues 
through examination of 
and a better understanding of 
heir i deas as well as the ideas of 
hers. No previous experience or 
i „f «U51ncr»r\h\/ ic npppc_ knowledge of philosophy is neces-
fnr participation in our discus-s a r y 1  v  ,  , ,  
sions Our meetings are held about 
every two weeks. 
The Philosopher's Stone 
The philosopher's Stone is the 
newsletter of The Philosophical 
Debate. It is published after every 
meeting and among other things 
provides highlights from that meet­
ing a series of questions about the 
topic to consider, and an announce­
ment of the next meeting. Everyone 
is invited to submit articles for pub­
lication. The Philosopher's Stone 
can be found in the Writing Center, 
Gamble Hall, and in the MCC 
lobby. 
The Thought Box 
We have a box located in the 
writing center for the following: 
• Submissions to the Philosopher's 
Stone (Articles and letters to the edi­
tor should not exceed 250 words). 
Name and phone number should be 
included on every submission. 
• If you would like to be on our 
mailing list, you can drop in your 
name, phone number, and address. 
You will receive each issue of The 
Philosopher's Stone, special an­
nouncements of events sponsored 
by The Philosophical Debate, and 
details concerning our essay con­
test. 
Several years ago 1 was at a con­
ference given by the Council of 
Writers Organizations. When I was 
getting ready to leave, a man from 
another writers' organization said, 
"That's what's keeping a lot of 
women back. They still believe 
they'll be swept off their feet by a 
guy on a white horse and be taken off 
to never-never land..." 
He then added the coup de grace — 
"They're just too romantic for the 
hard men's world..." 
Yes, many women read romance 
novels with fantastic plots and fan 
tasy characters. 
But many men read magazines 
about adventures they'll never take, 
and characters who are heroes be 
cause they kill more people in the 
name of some "cause." 
But all this is simply prologue to 
what I really want to say in this 
column: A few days ago two young 
women told me they felt women 
shouldn't want to compete for jobs in 
a "man's world" — be it military or 
even high finance. Women, they 
said, are just too sensitive and 
romantic to make it in the masculine 
milieu. 
First, being romantic doesn't mean 
your cerebral cortex is sliding down 
to your brain stem. The late Carl 
Sagan, one of our most distinguished 
astrophysicists, was delighted to be 
called a romantic. As he said, "I hope 
I can always imagine something 
wonderful is waiting to be dis 
covered." 
Second it's the women who do the 
heavy, dirty work. They also take 
care of their children and their elders 
The only reason the women in Wales 
weren't allowed to go down into the 
mines is because miners were paid 
more than people who worked on the 
surface. Otherwise, you'd better 
believe they'd have been down there 
with the children who were used 
when there weren't enough small 
donkeys to pull coal carts. 
As for us being "too sensitive" — 
that's not a problem, that's a gift, 
Sensitivity to our surroundings 
what helps all mothers protect their 
young. Sensitivity is also a necessary 
component of art and diplomacy 
The gist of all this is to remind you 
that your goals are lim ited only by 
how much you're willing to do 
reach them. Don't let anyone tell you 
otherwise. 
©1997 by King Features Synd. 
"YOU ARE ALL GOING TO HELL!" 
Street Preacher arrested for Disorderly 
Conduct on AASU Campus 
By J. Dion Couch 
Or at least that was what several stu­
dents were told on their way to class Tues­
day morning (Jan 8th). While street cor­
ner fire and brimstone preaching is noth­
ing new, it seemed to take several people 
by surprise that it was happening on 
Shearouse Plaza! The preaching would 
not have been so bad if the deliverer had 
not been so abusive toward everyone. 
One student in particular took offense and 
challenged him by asking "How can you 
say I am such a sinner, you do not even 
know any of us?" The student then mo­
tioned to the ever-growing crowd and 
asked, "Well are you with me?" As ten­
sions rose the Student Activities office 
started filling up with people wanting to 
call the AASU Police to avoid any physi­
cal confrontations (hey, people were slug­
ging it out over free t-shirts in 
October...any thing could happen!). When 
the police arrived, they told the would-
be preacher he was done and to leave the 
campus. When he refused their lawful 
order he was subsequently arrested - quite 
reluctantly. 
According the arrest report, Eugene 
G. Birdsong of Knightdale, NC was ar­
rested and charged with one count of dis­
orderly conduct and one count of failure 
to leave the campus facility of a univer­
sity or public school when directed. At 
press time there are no other details avail­
able. 
Several questions arose from this 
brief detour from the normal (?) campus 
routine: What happened to Mr. 
Birdsone's right to free speech? Why was 
he here in the first place? Was he trying 
to cut through to Windsor Forest and just 
gave up? What happened to the nice 
friendly people who just passed out 
Bibles and didn't bother anyone? 
Dr. Buck, Vice President of Student 
Affairs, is the authorizing official of the 
university for outside speakers. "There 
is a written policy for speakers. They 
must be sponsored by an authorized or­
ganization (SGA, Ebony Coalition, BSU, 
etc.) or department before they are al­
lowed on campus." Mr. Birdsong 
stopped in Public Relations where 
Lauretta Hannon referred him to Dr. 
Buck's office "I wasn't positive of the 
policy so I tried to reach Dr. Buck for 
clarification." When Mr. Birdsong left 
her office is when the controversy began. 
The AASU policy states that while 
the university encourages meetings by all 
college approved groups, it does have a 
responsibility to insure that public law 
and order will be maintained. There is 
no absolute right to assemble or to make 
or hear a speech at any time or place re­
gardless of the circumstances. Meaning 
you cannot yell "Fire" in a movie theater 
in the name of free speech. The univer­
sity encourages free speech regardless of 
the controversiality of the subject. But 
there are rules you must follow. By not 
being properly authorized to be here and 
by verbally attacking and provoking stu­
dents when asked to stop, Mr. Birdsong 
stepped over the line. 
Complete copies of the policy are 
available for review in the Student Af­
fairs office. 
• Topic suggestions for future dis­
cussions. 
Ten people will raise the tem­
perature of a medium-sized room 
one degree per hour. 
tf OFF ELECTIONS FOR HOMECOMING QUEEN WILL 
HELD JANUARY 21 & 22 IN THE MCC STUDENT 
SomCE. LOOK EOR HOMECOMING 
IONASIKES 
Inkwell 
tehmanN 
Hygiene 
Seethe nextiSs i l e f  
tivitiei ;/i 
IFVA T. FITZGERALD-Ssriunior majoring in English CEVAJ.ru/ ,  w j t h  ^ ^poiogy tatUS. JUIliUl Ui juiut  — and History with Anthropology ™txti7IW --- . 
Sponsor: Phi Mu Senior Majoring 
JENNIFER WE - jn English Communication and History 
Sponsor: Student American Dental 
Hygienists Association 
Junior majoring in Dental Hygiene 
American Dental 
iation 
n Dental Hygiene 
KELIGAINES- Sponsor: Biology Club, Junior Majoring in Pre-Medicine 
Sponsor: G A Assoc of Nursing 
LISA SUMMERFIELD- Students. Senior - Major BSN 
nfr^ &leetionjL 
Seethe nextiSsilef 
Vote in the HomeCol 
Jan 21 & 22 
t/jtis Candidates 
K„nTues-Wed. 
' Office i| {ltH' 
1 
IONASIKES sor: Inkwell _ 'reshraan Majoring in 
tygiene 
APRILDAWN sponsor: Dance Team, Senior 
BARGERON - Majoring in Health Science. 
•••••• 
^p mtm 
MYRAH DUNCAN- Sponsor: Gospel Choir Graduate Student Majoring in 
Criminal Justice 
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Facts du jour 
Microwave remorse 
Microwaves became popular in the 1980s 
and were expected to revolutionize 
cooking. What actually 
happened: 
January 16,1997 
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Noble & As®aciates 
inc.. sufvey by Campbell's Microwave Institute 
SACing Student Government 
Representatives? ? ? 
By Lorie Williams 
The Fall Student Advisory Coun­
cil to the Board of Regents of the Uni­
versity System of Georgia Conference 
was held on November 15-17 at 
Valdosta State University. Twenty-
nine of the thirty-four units of the Uni­
versity System were in attendance. 
Armstrong was represented by Van 
Bui(SGA Community Services Chair), 
LeRoy "Bud" Burke(SGA Whip), 
Sean Connolly (SGA Vice-president), 
and Lorie Williams (SGA Treasurer). 
SAC was very productive and passed 
several resolutions which express the 
collective recommendations of the 
University System. The following are 
a summary of those resolutions: 
1) Handicapped Access: SAC sup­
ports System efforts to provide access 
to System resources for physically 
challenged students, and encourages 
System units to develop realistic plans 
for any improvements needed on their 
campus to provide access within seven 
years. 
2) Academic Forgiveness:SAC sup­
ports an academic forgiveness policy 
that does not encourage inflation, but 
provides opportunities for students to 
improve their GPAs by retaking 
courses and an adjusted GPA. 
3) Course information for students: 
SAC urges units to develop Course 
Information Manuals, which would 
include syllabi and other course infor­
mation on all classes offered which 
students would use in scheduling their 
courses. 
4) Tuition/Fee Payment under semes­
ters: Under current policy students will 
be responsible for an entire semester's 
fees and tuition at tfre beginning of 
each semester which increases a 
student's beginning expenses by 50%. 
SAC recommends a policy change that 
will allow students to pay tuition and 
fees in installments to prevent the se­
mester change from becoming an over­
whelming financial burden on stu­
dents. 
In addition to these issues, SAC con­
tinued its work on a variety of other 
issues such as Technology Fees, ath­
letic fees, preparation for the upcom­
ing Georgia legislative session, and 
consideration of a new Constitution. 
In regards to the new recommenda­
tions from SAC, Armstrong currently 
has an adjusted GPA and the Student 
Government Association has been 
working from the beginning of Fall 
quarter on the course information for 
students. If you have any suggestions 
about the issues SAC is currently 
working on or would like more infor­
mation, contact the SGA upstairs in our 
office in MCC or call us at 927-5350. 
BUY • SELL • COMPACT DISCS 
Savannah's Source For Used CDs - Listen Before You Buy! 
Most CDs are $7.99 - All CDs Are Guaranteed 
. Located in the Eisenhower Shopping Plaza 
Corner of Hodgson Memorial Dr. & Eisenhower (356-0176) 
CDs * Posters * Stickers • T-Shirts 
Get your body 
pierced 
and get a FREE 
T-shirt! 
Ever wanted to be different and unique, show everyone 
you weren't afraid of anything, let alone a little needle? 
Well, now's your chance! The bloodmobile is coming 
Tuesday January 21, between 9 AM and 2 PM. We've 
been promised the lines will move faster this time, but 
plan at least one hour to go through the entire process. 
For your efforts, you will be rewarded with a long sleeve 
homecoming t-shirt, free juice, snacks and popcorn.... oh 
yeah, and you might just save someone's life. 
Giving blood is relatively painless and very safe. Make 
sure you are not running a temperature and have had 
something to eat before you.come, and you should be fine 
You can only get a t-shirt if you give blood. See you there! 
Smart Tips For Decorating A Dorm Room 
.pc>—With a little study, a 
S tudent's dorm room can 
c0llege s (dull and dismal) to 
r   
u vv^ r 
^Sartually attractive). 
9" A Native touch can bring the 
4Si"siU«S to life and give 
b»re temporary homes a dose of 
thes® rsonality. 
i»stf llLe students strapped for 
w convert their dorm rooms 
ca" Castles," said interior 
i"10 Consultant Jodi Anger, 
decent graduate herself, 
A 94 was hired by Kmart to 
An?er' 'a 12 by 18 foot dorm 
leC°raat Eastern Michigan 
r°°m ity (EMU) in Ypsilanti, 
Unlu!mn Combining her creativi-
^ fh great products, the room 
Vhook-smart organization 
Che comforts of home. EMU's 
an® sions office is now showcas-
AdC room during campus tours 
Ce epitome of dorm living. 
Anger suggests coeds accept 
U dishes and worn-out couch 
from the basement that their par-
Ctash your cash for those just-
t to have-it items that will 
8 ke your fellow dorm-rats envi-
said Anger. 
Relow are some decorating tips 
Jed on Anger's work in the 
S room at EMU: . 
. purchase space-saving contain-
„to conveniently store your most 
Hzed p ossessions. Examples are 
Bnhbermaid Keepers snap cases and 
tacking drawers and Rubbermaid's 
»f!:vrf»ttMul«i.Use Car, 
with Storage bins. Anger selected 
one equipped with wheels so that 
it could easily be moved around the 
room She pl aced the microwave on 
the top of th e cart and stored food 
and supplies in the bin. 
. Coordinate a student s work 
area with a desk organizer lamp 
that ha s compartments to hold 
desk s upplies such as pencils, 
pens and post-it notes. 
Hwtyoujurs 
lyrkoed ho w Many iLa^a. 
V. 
With a little creativity, elbow grease and a few basics, a dorm room 
can be transformed into a home away from home. 
• Consider a futon, which 
serves as a couch by day and bed 
by night. Kmart stocks a steel-
frame futon with a reversible mat­
tress in solid black or plaid with a 
bonus storage drawer that is per­
fect for keeping extra linens or 
bulky sweaters. 
• Use the colors of your com­
forters as a starting point to color 
coordinate your room. Decorative 
pillows, bed rests, area rugs, pic­
ture frames and framed art can 
all share the same color scheme. 
• A dome-touch lamp with a 
three-way lighting feature sheds 
just the right amount of light, espe­
cially when one student burns the 
midnight oil while roomies sleep. 
• Transition a dorm room deco-
ratively with an area rug and 
accent rugs. Anger chose a neutral 
natural Berber-style rug and a 
jewel tone Berber-style accent 
runner rug from Kmart. 
• Change the curtains supplied 
by the housing office, but be care­
ful not to break housing codes. 
Anger used a black finish decora­
tive rod and hook-shaped finials 
as fixtures for the new curtains. 
She hung panel curtains in hunter 
green from the fixture. 
M.iMhetat pbce -ttwtitail 
exited fwle, 
sMBkf voices, and -tin 
WrKgitffMwlVoekaHieVr 
Till,I ftinkjbu 
"SB- » 
Just the necessities are pro­
vided in a dorm room—a desk 
area and chairs, neutral curtains, 
two dressers and beds. 
•When it comes to appliances 
and electronics, pool your resources. 
"College students definitely 
appreciate a bargain," said Anger, 
"and they rightfully expect quality 
with every purchase." 
Higher education costs are on the 
rise, limiting a college student's dis­
posable income. They shop garage 
sales, accept hand-me-downs and 
visit their local discount store to dec­
orate their living quarters. 
"With a quick side trip to a 
local Kmart, college-bound stu­
dents can complete their shopping 
lists with style," said Anger. 
Antiques 
The typewriter, first seen in 1874, 
is rapidly becoming extinct in 
America. Smith Corona, the last big 
American m anufacturer, declared 
bankruptcy and will no longer make 
typewriters. The new technology of 
the word processor and computer has 
largely r eplaced the old, faithful 
typewriter. 
E. Remington & Sons made a 
typewriter c alled the "Sholes & 
Glidden Type Writer." It typed only 
capital letters. B y 1878, the "No. 2 
Type Writer" was made with capital 
and lower-case letters. 
An improved Underwood 
typewriter was made in 1895. It was 
the fir st mac hine to use type bars 
hitting the platen at the front. 
By 1900, most typewriters had four 
tows of keys, usually with the Qwer-
ty format still found om computers. 
The idea of a ribbon for ink was also 
in use. 
Collectors tend to focus on 
machines that are not made the 
standard wa y. Spinning cylinders, 
strange keyboardis an d other varia­
tions are of interest. 
• S mith and his brothers made 
«uns in Syracuse , N.Y. They made 
e lrst Smith Bros, typewriter, the 
Smith Premier Typewriter No. I, in 
1889. In 1903, they started the L.C. 
Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co. In 
1926, they merged with Corona 
Typewriter Co., a firm started in 
1907. 
The first Smith Premier typewriter 
is attractive but it is not rare. The case 
is decorated with art nouveau 
designs. The Early Typewriter Col­
lectors Association (2591 Military 
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90064) says 
the first Smith Premier is worth 
about $125. 
Rarities can be valued at more than 
$1,000. 
* * * 
Q. I have a 5-by-6-inch leather 
photograph album with 25 pages. 
It holds 50 photo cards. Stamped 
on the back of some of the cards is 
"U.S. Inter. Rev., Two Cents, 
Proprietary." I don't recognize the 
names or faces on most of the 
cards. One of them has the name 
Charles Darwin. What do I have. 
A. It sounds as though you have a 
book of carte de visiles. The early 
photos on cardboard were sold to 
collectors in the mid to late 1800s. 
The revenue stamp on the back dates 
yours between 1864 and 1866. 
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sports 
Armstrong 
Atlantic 
State Crew 
By Jim Hall 
With the start of the new year the 
AASU crew begins winter training. 
The Crew consists of twenty plus men 
and women of all shapes and sizes. The 
only thing that a person needs to have 
if they want to row is a good work ef­
fort and a good atitude. Crew will kick 
off the new year preparing for a few 
indoor rowing machine races against 
schools such as Georgia Tech, Florida, 
Clemson and Tennessee. 
This year is a building year for 
Crew which is funded through the SGA 
and the intramural department. Dr. 
John Gehrm in the College Advance­
ment Office is doing his best to get a 
permanent boathouse and dock built 
for the Crew. The team has slowly built 
their equipment list up to include a 
trailer, two used eight-person shells, 
one used four-person shell, twenty-
eight oars, four ergometers (rowing 
machines), and a coach's launch. 
The team is planning a few fund 
raisers throughout the quarter so they 
can attend a few more regatta than last 
year and purchase a new racing shell. 
The new shell is desperately needed 
because every seat will be filled as 
soon as Crew gets out of winter train­
ing this February. 
Anyone interested in rowing can 
contact Brad Holdren, the full time 
Coach, at 921-5857 and leave a mes­
sage. Until the beginning of February 
you can usually catch the Crew in the 
gym at 6:00 a.m. If they're not there 
they're probably on a three mile run. 
Winter Quarter 
1997 Schedule of Intramural and Recreational Events 
Activity 
12.10) 
Tighten-N-Tone (TTH 12:10) 
Tuesday, January 7 
Basketball Captain's Meeting (noon) 
Tuesday, January 21 \p 
Indoor Soccer Captain's Meeting (noon) 
TBA 
Free Throw Contest 
Tuesday, 
Three-Point Shot Contest 
Thursday, February 13 
Doubles Tennis 
Monday, February 24 f 
Weight Lifting Contest 
Tpursda^r^Janruary 20 
Table Tennis 
Tuesday, March 4 
Sports Clubs 
Grew Meeting 
Equestrian Meeting 
< #||. 
ifiS 
• .s • 
Tuesday, January 14 
Thursday, January 16 
Tuesday, February 4 
Thursday, February 13 
Tuesday, February 18 
i  
^February 20 
h • j /1>| Friday/February 21 
Tuesday, February 25 
| f 4? •* > *"> 
I i  / s r s  .  
_ ^January 9 at Noon — call 
Coach Brad Holdren at 921-5857 
Tuesday, January 14 at Noon — call 
Coach Sue Hendrix at 356-1387 
All students, faculty, and Staff currently enrolled or employed at AASU 
and presenting a valid AASU I.D. card may participate in any event 
or activity. Certain restrictions may apply to varsity athletes. 
Anyone interested in organizing or joining a team, or participating in 
any activity, should contact Intramural Director, Lynn Roberts at (912) 
921-2080. 
The department of intramural-recreational services and its staff as­
sume no responsibility for injuries received by any person during par­
ticipation or involvement in any departmentally sponsored program 
or service. Participants are reminded that their participation in all fac­
ets of this department is on a voluntary basis and must be within their 
health status. 
Poole's Opinion 
By Robert Poole 
Drugs, wrecks, and sex have finally 
caught up with the Dallas Cowboys. 
They didn't get beaten losing to the 
Carolina Panthers; controversy caused 
them to beat themselves. Known as 
America's (prison) Team, hopefully 
they will be back. It really is hard to 
say. I'm a Jimmy Johnson fan. That 
makes me a Dallas Cowboy and Mi­
ami Dolphin fan. Drugs and such 
would not be a problem if Jimmy was 
still in Dallas. His is in Miami now so 
expect them in Super Bowl XXXIII, 
drug free! 
College financial assistance pro­
grams should ran with the same ideas 
that the NFL uses to reduce dmg use. 
Suspension and banishment is a great 
deterrent. Drug tests should be made 
at check time. Those who test positive 
should pay the piper, not get paid! That 
idea could do wonders for welfare and 
food stamps. 
Being a Cowboy fan, I have aright 
to say this: If the 'Boys had made it to 
the SuperBowl, their drug problem 
would have been swept under their ar­
tificial turf However, they ran out of 
bullets (this year). So, maybe now 
something will be done. Good grades 
don't warrant drug use either. It even­
tually costs them and you and me. 
Until next year, GO CAROLINA!! 
Robert Poole Jr. 
CHECK THE BULLETIN BOARDS IN 
THE SPORTS CENTER FOR INFOR­
MATION ON NIRSA NATURAL HIGH 
EVENTS AND THE MARCH 21 DAY 
TRIP TO CUMBERLAND ISLAND-
announcements 
• *. u: PtionL- if nn4ff 
13 
pS a minority internship pro- Check it out!! One of AASU's own 
fl^°. s 0ffering two internships with Tennis Team players can be seen on 
^''supermarkets in the Savannah pg. 80 of the 1997 February issue 
pub' To participate in INROADS the 0f 'Tennis" magazine! Sandra van 
Vitiate niust be " min°r">' Afnca"- der Aa is shown 3rd from the left 
African- Hispanic, or Native Amen- „n the Ro,ex c 
^Majors they arc search,ng form- Tennis Congratulations 
Business, Computer Science, - . smiuwiions 
clude »rine Liberal Arts, and Com-
^"n^ations.' The pay is $6.50 - $14.00 
U r GPA must be 3.0 or higher 
per h°U program is open to freshmen, Beginning this quarter, the Writing 
and t e P ^ juniors and seniors. For Center will be open on Saturdays! 
s°Ph0^formation contact 1-800-554- From 10:00 until 2:00 
0Ote 1 Our weekday hours are Mon-Thurs. 
The SGA & Campus Union Board 
present 
up* 
Sandra! 
NEWS FLASH 
4643-
Campus recruiting activities 
for Winter 1997 
i nuary 21 - Loundoun, 
Virginia Schools Recruiting for 
teachers. Cafeteria, 9 - 2 
February 11-Yellowstone 
National Park 
Recruiting for over 3,000 
summer 1997 positions. 
Cafeteria, 10 - 2 
March 5-Education Career 
pay 1997 Reflections on Aristotle, Bureau-
School systems from across the cracy, and Terrorism: Where has 
southeast recruiting teachers. All the Virtue Gone? 
Sign-up for interviews is 
February 17 - 28 in the Career 
Library, 2nd floor, MCC. 
The Education Career Day will 
be held in the Aquatics & 
Recreation Center, 9-2 
8:00-8:00 and Fri 8:00-2:00. 
THE GRIOT 
At noon Thursday January 23,1997 
there will be a West African 
storytelling by the Modus Operandi 
Company at Jenkins Auditorium 
Armstrong Atlantic State Univer­
sity. It is free and open to the pub- Jyg 
lie and sponsored by the AASU 
Campus Union Board. 
A*SU 
Homecoming 
February 1 - 8 
Sat. 1 st 
4th 
Wed. 5th 
Professor Erik Nordenhaug will be 
explori n g  h o w  o u r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  h  U .  6 t h  
reason affects our understanding of 
morality as part of the Robert 
Ingram Strozier Faculty Lecture 
Series on Thursday, January 30, 
1997. The lecture will take place 
at 12:15 P.M. at Ashmore Audito-
Fri. 7th 
The following item were approved 
at the January 1997 Board of Re- rium, Armstrong Atlantic State Uni-
gents meeting: versity. It is free and open to the 
public, so please call 927-5223. 
Reorganization of the College of Edu­
cation, Department of Mathematics 
Sat. 8th 
Bandemonium '97 
Fine Arts - Prelims at 12 noon 
Pili Pili 
12 noon & 4 pm on Shearouse Plaza 
Comedian Greg Lausch 
Cafeteria at12 noon 
Instant Video Buttons 
Cafeteria from 10 am to 2 pm 
SGA vs. Administration B-Ball Game 
12 noon in Rec. & Aq uatics Gym 
note: FREE PIZZA! 
Banner Contest Judging 
12 noon at Sports Center 
Homecoming Game at 4:30 
KoWeeoMttS 
after the game at the Elks Lodge 
HOMECOMING 
Md Computer Science, School of Commemorative pictures will be Coming Events for Emcees 
Health Profe ssions, Department of taken at the Homecoming Dance, 
Radiologic Technologies, and Depart- which will be held at the Elks Lodge 
ment of Learning Support; Establish- on Feb. 8. Photo tickets are on sale 
ment of a New Major in Spanish and at t^e Student Activities Office for 
Spanish with Teacher Certification 
Savannah Science Museum 
1997 Gilmer Lecture Series 
presents 
"Vesta: Killer Asteroid or 
Missing Planet" 
Sunday January 19th at 4 PM 
Dr. Benjami n H. Zellner, professor of 
physics at GSU used the powerful Hubble 
Telescope to examine Vesta. Vesta has a 
complex surface with a geology similar to 
that of Earth and Mars. 
No bigger than the state of Arizona, Vesta 
offers new clues to the origin of the solar 
system and the interior makeup of rocky 
planets. I mages are available on http:// 
vww.stsci.edu/public.html or http:// 
www.stsci.edu/Latest.html. 
Phone 355-6705 for information. 
$3 each. The tickets will also be 
sold at the dance. 
Jan. 2 - Kids Nite Out 6-9 p.m. 
MCC Cafeteria - Food, Fun and 
Games 
Feb. 21 - Coffee House Atlantic 
8 p.m. Free and Open to the 
public 
Meet Arnold - an 
interactive database for 
higher education on the 
World Wide Web 
http:// 
arnold.snybuf.edu 
Homecoming Banner Contest 
The Homecoming Banner Contest will be held Fnday, 
February 7,1997. 
First Prize is $100! 
All banners will be hung up in the Sports Center Gym for 
the Homecoming Game. 
Contest is open to all AASU organizauons, acttvity 
Ceffl "Srand return 1, to Student Activities 
For more information contact Student Activtt.es at 927-
5300. 
i 
To Christen West: Chairperson 
Organization or Department:. 
We are interested in the banner 
contest. Please reserve us a space 
to hang our banner. 
Turn this form into Student Activities 
^no later than January 27,^1997 | 
AN Acoustic EVENING WITH 
DAVE MATTHEWS 
& TIM REYNOLDS 
Violinist from last year's winning band - ROSCO! 
Presented by 
The Student Activities Council of 
The Savannah College of Art and Design 
Thursday, February 13, 1997 at 8 P.M. 
in the Johnny Mercer Theatre 
rickets on sale at the Civic Center Box Office and all ticket outlets 
Cor tickets, call 651-6556 • For more information call 238-2401. 
National Opera Company Performs Barber of 
Seville at AASU, Friday, January 17 at 8 P 
By J. Dion Couch 
Entertainment Editor 
The tenth edition of Bandemonium 
invades the Fine Art's Auditorium on 
Saturday, February 1st! 37 local bands 
entered the selection process. Of those 
eight were selected: 
BACKWOODS 
SLEIGHBOY ABRASIONS 
SQUAD 5-0 
S.M.O. 
WALLACE GREEN 
ABSOLUTE SENSE 
J. CHRONICAL 
ROSCO 
Bandemonium showcases re­
gional acts in front of record label rep­
resentatives from . The audience gets 
to see the best twenty minute perfor­
mance each act has to offer. There is a 
potential for a band to get signed to a 
recording contract. Representatives 
from RCA, MERCURY, A&M, and 
DISCOVERY are scheduled to be 
here. 
Absolute Sense won "Best New 
Band" at last years' Bandemonium 
while the members were still in high 
school! This year's version has the 
four returning members plus a percus­
sionist. All are currently college fresh­
men and two of them, Shane "Tigger" 
Ellis, and Ryan Grady, attend Arm­
strong Atlantic. The band s CD Ab­
solute Sense 100%" has received air­
play on several local radio stations. By 
adding the fifth member the band now 
has an expanded sound which gives 
them a Widespread Panic/Jupiter Coy­
ote feel. 
Wallace Green also returns to 
Bandemonium this year! The always 
subdued Chris Mitchell fronts this trio 
from Claxton where he is a music ma­
jor at Georgia Southern and books 
musical acts in his spare time for that 
college. AASU fronted GSU's Chris a 
ride to a National College Concert 
Seminar in Nashville last year and will 
always regret it (just kidding Chris 
where's our $$). Wallace Green also 
has a CD out "Wonderllamasoup" 
which has received substantial airplay. 
The group is planning on putting out a 
new CD soon. 
Prizes this year include: 1st Place: 
$600 cash, 5 hours recording time at 
Elevated Basement, 1 year free Web 
site provided by Savannah Digital Ser­
vices, NOIZ HAUS will videotape and 
air their performance on their cable 
access TV show. 2nd Place also re­
ceives some cash, and trophies are 
given out for Best New Band, Best 
Vocal, Best Instrumental. 
Last year's event was wild to say 
the least. The Spo-its tried its best to 
set the Fine Arts Auditorium on fire 
with their Grindertar's but Hugh Jus­
tice intervened and the hall was saved. 
They also bashed television sets "to 
smithereens, threw out firecrackers, 
brought their own dominatrix, you 
name it. There is no guarantee that this 
year can match last year but we will 
try. 
Admission is $3 to the preliminar­
ies which start at noon and $4 for the 
finals which start at 8 PM You c an 
buy a pass to both sessions for only 
$5. All tickets are available at the 
door. 
INKWELL FREEBIE!!! 
Fill out to win a pair of 3rd row seat tickets to see 
DAVE MATTHEWS! Presented by SCAD 
Phone #. Name t 
Drawing to be held during halftime of the Men's Homecoming Game on Feb 7. 
Need not be present to win. One entry per person. Drop off in StudentActivite 
15 
Adults Back to College 
jt AJ. a free information session for adults returning to college, 
ics include admissions procedures, financial aid, degree offer-
academic support services, and evening/weekend programs. 
ings' 
WHEN: Saturday, February 8, 1997 
10:00 A.M.-noon 
WHERE: Gamble Hall 
Armstrong Atlantic State University 
CONTACT: To register for a session, call 921-5626. 
Winter Quarter Hours for 
Pool and Fitness Center 
p°°i Mon.- Fri 12-1:30 
t  "1 " "f* S /  . . <5 _ _ _ Tbes-Thur. 7:30 -9:30 P.M. 
Sat. - Sun. 1:00 - 6:00 P.M. 
Fitness Center/Track Mon - Fri 
Classifieds 
HELP WANTED - Men /Women earn 
SgO weekly assembling circuit 
h ar ds/electronic components at home. 
Fxperience unnecessary, will train, 
immediate op enings your local area. 
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT. C200. 
^ r y y y y y y y y y y y  
Want to tell someone you love 
them this Valentine's Day? The 
Inkwell is offering a special clas­
sified ad rate to all students and 
employees of AASU who wish 
to run a HAPPY/PERSONAL ad 
to tell someone special just how 
you feel. Rates are $1 for up to 
20 words + .100 for each addi­
tional word over 20. 
Final Day for ad submission for 
the Feb. 14th edition is Janu­
ary 31st. Call 927-5351 or drop 
by our office (MCC 202 above 
the cafeteria). Payment must 
accompany ad. 
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
CAMPUS REP 
WANTED 
The nation's l eader in college marketing 
is se eking a n e nergetic, en trepreneurial 
student for the p osition o f ca mpus re p. 
No sa les i nvolved. Pl ace a dvertising o n 
bulletin b oards fo r companies s uch as 
American Express and Microsoft. 
Great p art-time jo b ea rnings. Ch oose 
your ow n ho urs; 4- 8 hou rs p er w eek 
required. C all: 
Campus Rep Program 
American Passage Media Corp. 
401 2nd Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119 
(800) 487-2434 E xt. 4444 
To use the Pool and Fitness 
Center, you must present a valid 
AASU I.D. or a Pirate Club 
Fitness or Swim Card. Member­
ship forms for non-AASU stu­
dents, facutly and staff are avail-
able in the Student Activities 
Office. Both the Pool and Fitness 
Center will be closed on January 
20th to observe Martin Luther 
King Day. 
Sat. - Sun. 
6  A M - 8 A M  
11 AM - 9 PM 
1 PM - 5 PM 
There are 5,776 stars visible to 
the naked eye. 
Membership in the 
Pirate Club includes 
admission to all 
varsity athletic con­
tests held at AASU 
and permits use of 
certain AASU facili­
ties. The cost per 
quarter is $40 per 
individual for use of 
pool, $75 for use of 
Fitness Center and 
$100 for use of both. 
For a family per 
quarter, the cost is $50, $110, and $135, respectively. 
Discounted Yearly Rates are available. 
y & -
YOU GET ALL THIS ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
'1 Moiion Detector. FREE! *1 Digital Communcator FREE. 
M Entry Alerts FREE! * 1 Key Pad Console FREE! 
*> Master Control Panel FREE! * 1 Installation FREE. 
' Alarm Siren 
Jerry Poole 
FREE! *1 Year Warranty FREE! 
ALL YOU PAY IS $24 .95 A MONTH MONITORING FEE* 
M Approved Credit Standard Installation 
* ^ uo,ei1 pl»s AppUcable Taxes 
(912) 239-4045 
(912) 964-8965 Home 
Natasha's Stars 
King Crossword 
January 16, 795? 
GARY KOPERVAS 
( cnew « at.* 
I fa/MP AM OU? 
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MATE TESTS 
WHAT CAL-J >C>U X 
TELL US ABOUT (J PLYMOUTH POCK? 
> H O.lAA'AM. 
BUT I H , ASHlM<&1DiJ ME livep IKTHE 
^.yvMrre MOUSE 
POYOU KKOVV 
UlJCDUK'S ( 
GETTyiSBUPGc AT?PRESS"?; 
MAMA 
BKAlM 
.PAMAGEl IF you MAP Five CAHCVBAKSANP GAME FOUR ID 
YOUP FPlEHPS, 
WWATWOUuP 
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ACROSS 
1 Terrific, in 
'90s lingo 
4 Sound of stock 
footage? 
8 Doorway part 
12 Past 
13 Jaffeor 
Barrett 
14 Hodgepodge 
15 And 
17 Emulate 
Lindbergh 
18 Welles role 
19 Impertinence 
20 Bullwinkle, 
e.g. 
22 Old woman s 
home 
24 Green-eyed 
monster 
25 Refused to 
change 
29 Expert 
30 Give a leg 
rs IT MB OR 
Does THIS R EMIND 
YOU O F A S CENE F ROM 
FO/OUST cunp?/Xy^ 
OIDYOUHflV£ 
FUN PLRYlNCy 
little T? ft 
(THERE QO ES] 
-J MY MOMMY, 
V ^ V S T B R i J  
WTT^ 
YOUR MOM? 
... Jij#w 
OH, RND 
WHO 'S YOUR 
NEVJ 
FRIEND? 
34 Car 
36 Cream-cheese 
holder 
37 Texas city 
38 Acknowledge 
39 Ready for ^  
picking 
40 Dandling 
locale 
42 WWIl's Gen. 
Arnold 
43 Candle count 
44 Epoch 
45 — U.S. 
Pat. Off. 
11 A gift opened 
more than once? 
16 Uncomplicated 
19 Crotchety one 
20 Vegan's no-no 
21 Fairy-tale 
opener 
22 Brewery product 
23 Ponderosa 
brother 
25 Lovers" 
26 Exodus 
commemo­
ration 
27 Help hoods 
28 Afternoon 
affairs 
30 Prejudice 
33 All better 
50 Rid of rind 
51 Joplin's style 
DOWN 
1 Weir 
21, to Caesar 
3 Give perhaps 
begrudgingly 
4 Hag 
5 Nil, to 
Nastase 
6 Inseparable 
7 Standard 
8 Kidded 
9 Lotion 
additive 
10 Roger 
Bannister's 
distance 
31 Honest 
politician 
32 End 
34 Drifting, 
maybe 
35 Bridge 
position 
36 Some statuary 
37 Cautions 
40 Bruce Lee role 
41 Eager, plus 
42 Jan. 1 
suffering? 
46 Manage 
47 Writer James 
48 Prior to 
49 Late, in a way 
GEORGE by MARK SZORADY 
x SEE HE'S 1 
PRETrV GCcDAT 
(dowlcad/a/g-, 
1 TOO. mm 
HE CM RUN 
PROGRAMS, S&tD 
ri EMAIL,.. rr;S^tFf :  
my NEfWEW is ONLY Two 
tears OLD AND ALREADY 
CAN RUM A COMPUTER/ 
